. Addition of experimentally measured kMT dynamics and motor on/off rates maintains trends of a minimal model. (A) Fitted probabilities of switching kMT states based on tension-dependent rescue and length-dependent catastrophe (Gardner et al., 2005) . (B) Motor velocity versus force on motor determined as a linear equation between maximum velocity (50 nm/s) and motor stall force (6 pN). (C) F net in the MLS and CLS models. (D) Spindle length over time for MLS and CLS models. (E and F) Mean spindle length (E) and spindle variation (F) over a time lapse for MLS, CLS one spring, and CLS 16 springs upon decreasing the spring constant. Figure S2 . Spindle length histograms of simulations and experimental conditions. (A-E) Probability distribution functions of CLS WT (A) CNLS WT (B), experimental WT (C), experimental mcm21 depletion of pericentric cohesin (D), and experimental brn1-9 depletion of condensin (E). Each histogram was fitted with a lognormal (green line), one Gaussian (red dotted line), and two Gaussian (black line). Lognormal and one Gaussian represent unimodal, whereas two Gaussian represents bimodal. R 2 values are given in Table S2 . (F-H) Histograms of the spindle length distributions in WT (F), mcm21 (G), and brn1-9 (H) cells with only compact LacO arrays versus cells with stretched LacO arrays. These graphs reveal two distinct populations in both WT and mutant cells (WT: n = 218, P < 1.5 × 10
11
; mcm21: n = 106, P < 1.3 × 10 10 ; brn1-9: n = 106, P < 1 × 10 6 ). Spindles with stretched LacO arrays are on average 500 nm longer and exhibit increased variance relative to spindles with compact LacO arrays. PDF, probability distribution function. Figure S3 . The model is insensitive to overlap dynamics. (A) Length of the Ase1-GFP signal for increasing spindle lengths in WT (n = 51) and mcm21 (n = 46) spindles. Ase1-GFP signal increases proportionally with spindle length with a slope of 0.45 (dotted blue line). (B and C) Example images of WT (B) and mcm21 (C) spindles labeled with Ase1-GFP and Spc29-RFP. (D-J) Simulations were run for the linear (CLS model, left column; D, F, and I) and piecewise (CNLS model, right column; E, G, H, and J) with increasing overlap zone dynamics from A. Spindle length (D and E), spindle variation (F and G), pericentromere stretching (H), and declustering (I and J) showed similar trends compared with the constant overlap zone (see Fig. 2 , B and C, CLS and CNLS models, respectively). Error bars represent standard deviation. Bar, 1 µm. Figure S4 . Model sensitivity analysis reveals robustness of the model. Values for the seven parameters are chosen randomly within each corresponding interval outlined in Table S3 . (A-H) 10,000 random searches were performed using the CNLS with cross-links model with either a constant (A-D) and increasing (E-H) overlap region (L lap ). Histograms of spindle length (L ip ) mean (A and E) and standard deviation (B and F) and kMTs (L kMT ) length mean (C and G) and standard deviation (D and H) are shown. Clustering of spindle lengths in the histograms indicate that model predictions are tolerant to variations over wide intervals of parameter space. Spindle lengths >3 µm are considered as outliers. Sensitivity analysis of a model with a constant overlap zone generated outliers in <1% of simulations (74 out of 10,000), whereas a model with an overlap zone that increases proportionally with spindle length (Fig. S3 ) generated outliers in 14% of simulations (1,379 out of 10,000). 
Motor speed: Hunt et al., 1994; Svoboda and Block, 1994. In vivo: Harrison et al., 2009 ; this paper
Outward motor force

F ip
Outward force from the motors
Outward motor force Inward spring force
Drag force exerted on the spindle by viscosity 
Rest length of looped under no force 200 × 10 9 m Estimated from measured
Unlooped rest length
L rest2
Rest length of unlooped under no force 
This paper a WT mean axial distance between a 1.7-kb LacO and a 6.8-kb LacO focus translates into a 102-bp/nm compaction. The mean axial distance between a WT 1.7-kb LacO to a stretched 6.8-kb LacO has an increase in distance (50-189 nm), which translates into a 27-bp/nm compaction and is consistent with extended nucleosomal compacted chromatin (11-nm fiber). Minus signs indicate not available. 
